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ABSTRACT 
 
In this work dosimetric analysis using thermoluminescence technique to 

study the beams characteristics of x-rays employed in dental radiology has 
been carried out. The obtained results with CaSO4:Dy thermoluminescent 
dosimeters (TLD) were compared to the doses obtained with parallel-plates 
ionization chamber. Dosimetric evaluations were also done using radiographic 
films of large dimensions. The x-rays equipments analyzed were installed in 
the radiological services of Odontology Department of Sergipe Federal 
University (UFS). Depending on the anatomical region to be examined the 
proper exposure time was select, for a fix voltage of 70 kV.  The results with 
TLD and ionization chamber have been determined to female and male 
individuals. The intraoral regions analysed were the periapical of the 
incisors, molar and premolar teeth and the oclusal region. These regions were 
simulated using acrylic plates absorbers installed on the film packet holder.  
The evaluation of the depth doses in the intraoral tissue was obtained using 
different acrylic plate thickness. The air kerma values have been evaluated 
with the ionization chamber located in the dental cone exit of the x-rays 
equipments. The integrated areas of the thermoluminescent glow curves 
showed coherent values when compared to the ones obtained with the 
ionization chamber and both methods presented a linear dependence with the 
exposition time. The analyses with films have possibilited the evaluation of 
the beam scattering in the simulator apparatus.  The studies had proven that 
the analysis of superficial dose and in depth used in dental radiology can be 
carried with thermoluminescent dosimeters. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The radiography constitutes an important complementary method to 

odontologic diagnosis in universe of diagnosis by images. X-ray emission 

during the radiographic examination requires special attention in regards to 

radioprotection for the patient whatever for the professional [1].  



Parameters to execution of quality tests in radiological beams, including 

also that used in odontology and the criteria to be led in consideration for 

evaluation are publishing in national and international norms [2, 3]. To be in 

accordance with these documents, the institutions must periodically 

accomplish a quality control in diagnostic radiology to analysis of radiological 

parameters, like the analysis of kVp (voltage), filtration, linearity, field 

coincidence, screen-film contact radiation leakage measurement. The 

verification of these parameters helps directly in the equipment control 

quality [3-6]. In Brazil there are not yet dates precious about dose control in 

odontology. This fact is mainly due to scarcity of equipment dosimetry and 

qualified staff to carry through this control. However, it is possible to 

observe that, in accordance with information divulged in congresses, a system 

of efficient quality control could help to reduce the dose absorbed in the skin 

pacient during radiological exams as well as improving the quality of 

processing of the films [7-10]. Possibly with the improvement of qualification 

and with the adjustment of radiodiagnostic services in agree of established 

norms there will be a more effective performance of equipments of 

radiological services in odontology.  

In odontology has be observed an increasing concern related to methods 

employed diagnostic radiology, principally related to equipments. Federico at 

al.[11] analysed differing parameters of radiation field emitted by 20 devices 

of odontologic X-ray of clinics and doctor's offices of cities of south region 

from Brazil, using methodologies of evaluation employed in tests of smooth 

analysis and beam symmetry in radiotherapy. The authors observed that a 

significant fraction of the analyzed devices did not present radiation uniform 

field and that one it can compromise the attainment of images quality and 

make it difficult the diagnosis of definitive disease. In accordance with the 

authors, great part of the joined problems must the not alignment between 

the focal point, the collimator and the cone localizer, also contributing for 

the formation of penumbra proceeding from spread radiation. 

In this work were performed dosimetric analyses with ionization 

chamber, thermoluminescent dosimeters and radiographic films with the 

objective of analyze characteristics of x-ray beams using in intraoral regions.  



 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The direct measurements were carried out with cylindrical ionization 

chamber (20X5-3) and another parallel plate (20X5-180) type x-rays measurer 

(Radcal Corp.). The total associated uncertainty did not exceeded 3.5%, and 

it has been defined as twice of combined uncertainty by second the standard 

dosimetry laboratory (LMRI-DEN-UFPE).  

The TLD utilized were CaSO4:Dy+Teflon pellets manufactured by IPEN-

CNEN-SP. TLD were thermally treated at  300oC for 15 min before 

irradiations.  

Thermoluminescent signal was read 24 h after irradiation in a Harshaw 

3500 TLD. Glow curves were recorded using linear heating rate of 10 oC/s.  

The x-ray equipment used was the X-Ray Model: Spectro 70X with voltage 

of (70 ��5) kVp. That equipment was installed in the radiological services of 

Odontology Department of the Sergipe Federal University. 

The analyzed intraoral regions were the periapical of the incisive tooth, 

molar and daily per-molar and the oclusal region. For each region the 

exposition time was different: to periapical in the female was between 0.4 

and 0.7 s, to male in the range at 0.5 to 0.8; 0.9 to oclusal in female and 1.0 

in male (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Exposition time in different regions (specified by films) 
 

Exposition Times (s) Patient 
Oclusal Periapical        Molar Per-Molar 

Woman 0.9 0.4 0.7 0.5 
Man 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.6 
 

To expositions dosimeters were fixed by PVC film in the inferior part of 

the simulator and in the ring of the superior part of the simulator was located 

the collimator of the x-ray equipment  

To measures in depth four acrylic plates with of 3.0 mm of thickness each 

were used. These plates simulate the oral tissue of the patient in the 

examination. 



For evaluation of the beam radiation scattering were used radiographic films 

of great dimensions  

Three x-rays of the molar region in the man were taken off, being one of 

them to compare the scattering radiation when the expositions with and 

without the simulator. 

 
 

3. RESULTS  

 

In the analyses of beams of rays X were obtained TL emission curves of 

the dosimeters exposed at different times of irradiation, previously 

determined for individuals of feminine and masculine sex in each intraoral 

region.  

Each exposition time of the intraoral region presented a curve of 

emission TL with a different TL peak area, as it can be observed in figure 1. In 

this figure the TL emission curves of he dosimeters exposited with relative 

times of examinations of the oclusal region periapical are presented in 

feminine patient. As waited, the curve of bigger intensity was of the 

dosimeter exposed in oclusal examination, with exposition time of 0.9 s. In 

periapical regions the lower TL response was observed in incisors exposition 

by 0.4 s.  

With the ionization chamber were obtained air kerma in the surface of 

the simulator. These values had varied of 1.98 mGy up to 4.66 mGy in the 

examinations simulated for woman and 2.66 mGy up to 5.26 mGy in the man 

(Table 1) 

 

Table 1: Air kerma 
 

Air Kerma (mGy)  Patient 
Oclusal Periapical        Molar Per-Molar 

Woman 4.66 1.98 3.53 2.66 
Man 5.26 2.66 4.06 3.20 

 
 

After has been normalized the areas of the TL emission glow curves with 

the values in kerma in air for the different exposition times it could be 



observed that the tests with the dosimeters had presented values next to the 

obtained ones with the ionization chamber. In figures 1 and 2 the values of 

the normalized areas for each intraoral region are presented. Comparing the 

air kerma values presented in table 1 with the integrated area in these figures 

can be observed that for patients of the masculine sex the biggest difference 

found in this comparison was of 6.3 % (per-molar region). In the analyses with 

the exposition times for female patients the biggest difference was in molar 

region with 13.8 %. 
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Figure 1 - TL peak areas for different expositions times in the simulated 

intraoral regions of female patient  
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Figure 2 - TL peak areas for different expositions times in the simulated 

intraoral regions of male patient  
 

 
 

In the study of the dose variation in depths in the oral tissue were 

performed expositions varying the thickness of the placed acrylic plates on 

the dosimeters. 

As waited, the biggest areas are presented by the dosimeters that had 

been displayed without being on acrylic plates. The doses reduced in up to 

35% in the depth of 1.2 cm. 

The simulations with radiographic films showed a large scattering of the 

radiation when the examination was made using the simulator and the acrylic 

blade. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The CaSO4:Dy dosimeters revealed efficient to dosimetric procedures  in 

radiology in odontology. The differences in the intensities of the TL emission 

glow curves presented by these dosimeters when displayed the different 

exposition times show that it is possible to analyze the doses absorbed in 

intraoral regions in radiologic examinations 

The use of acrylic plates in the simulator can make possible the 

knowledge of the depth doses in intraoral tissue of the patients. The use of 



films can assist in the study of the scattering radiation and also in the study 

of doses case these have been used as dosimeters. 
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